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and my general dislike for indiana
jones and the kingdom of the crystal

skull and indiana jones and the raiders
of the lost ark has nothing to do with
those two franchises, but rather that i
have seen all of them and they are not

the best. the problem with this film,
and i do mean this film in particular, is

not just that the film has terrible
acting, but that it takes itself too

seriously. imagine the movie where
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indiana jones came to the lost ark all
these years later and found a bunch of
nazis trying to resurrect their master.
without giving anything away, let us
just say that the film basically plays
out exactly like this. it plays out like

the following: indiana jones is
searching for the skull of toht (pretty

sure that was his name), indiana jones
is searching for the skull of toht (pretty

sure that was his name) and indiana
jones is searching for the skull of toht
(pretty sure that was his name) and

indiana jones is searching for the skull
of toht (pretty sure that was his name).
and so on. when indiana jones and the
kingdom of the crystal skull comes out
in cinemas on july 19th, i cannot wait. i
cannot wait for all the people who have

written it off as garbage to finally
watch it. i cannot wait for everyone

who has found it too violent to watch
it. i cannot wait for everyone who has
found it too dark to watch it. i cannot
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wait for people to finally be able to
hear the awesome score. i cannot wait

for everyone to be able to see the
awesome fight scenes. i cannot wait
for everyone to be able to see toht

take on the crystal skull nazi. i cannot
wait for everyone to see this film. and i
cannot wait for people to find out how
it is actually not like the other films,
and how the movie is actually a nice

fluffy comedy. when the movie comes
out, i am going to watch it, and i hope

you all go see it too.
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i had to go and watch it again. and i
am glad i did. it is a truly epic

adventure. and the added bonus is that
for the first time, we get to see a lot of
the character development that was

sorely lacking in indiana jones and the
last crusade. when indiana jones and

the kingdom of the crystal skull
started, i had no idea where the movie

was going. so i was pleasantly
surprised when the trailer ended and i
was cheering and laughing along with

the guys and girls dancing at the party.
there was no immediate answer to the
question of what was happening. the
trailer tells us that dr. jones is on a

quest to find the sankara stones, but
who is the girl? and what is the answer
to the question of the title? theres no
way of knowing. but theres no way of

knowing what a good film indiana jones
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and the kingdom of the crystal skull
might have been if it had just stuck to

its guns and been an indiana jones
adventure like the others. a terrible

misstep. a huge flop. a disaster. a true
letdown. thats what this film is. one of

the biggest problems with indiana
jones and the kingdom of the crystal

skull is that it starts out by setting up a
love triangle between indiana and two
of his women. the romance between
the boy-next-doorish indiana and the
mysterious lara croft of the first film
was a good jumping-off point for a

sequel. but it was too soon to develop
such a love triangle in the second one.
indy has just rescued her daughter. he
should be doing that, not arguing with
her about when they were going to get
married. having lara and the girl from

the casino as love interests just
destroys the fact that we have just

watched indy rescue a twelve-year-old
girl from captivity. if the character of
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lara was more than a silly love interest,
we would have been able to play with
her character instead of her character
being just a bit of cheeky fun. but two
love interests in indy is just too much

for us to handle. even if you can tell us
about the other two, its still too much.
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